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MASTER: Image reconstruction from experimental spectral CT data 
 
CREATIS opens a Master internship of 5-6 months to address new questions in the emerging field of X-
ray spectral imaging. 
 

Context CREATIS is a research unit of CNRS/INSERM/INSA Lyon/University of Lyon devoted to medical 
imaging. Its different teams target various modalities (X-rays, Ultrasounds, MRI, PET and op-
tics) and carry research from signal processing to medical applications. The candidate will join 
the Tomographic Imaging and Radiotherapy team, which has internationally recognized exper-
tise in X-ray imaging and inverse problems.  

Project X-ray “color” or “spectral” computed tomography (CT) is a new imaging modality that is raising 
increasing interest in radiology. Thanks to the emergence of new detectors that can discrimi-
nate X-ray photons depending on their energy [1], it is possible to reconstruct the constituents 
of the human body such as bone, water, fat or concentration in contrast agents [2]. Although 
recent works have shown the feasibility of spectral CT systems, there are still many open ques-
tions such as the best way to decompose and reconstruct images of the object into a material 
basis. We recently proposed a new material decomposition method that was validated on 
simulated data for one projection view. However, image reconstruction from experimental da-
ta is very challenging as it requires decomposing multiple views and addressing the tomo-
graphic problem. 

Keywords   X-Ray Imaging, material decomposition, inverse problem, regularization. 

Work Plan   The goal of the internship is to perform reconstructions from experimental data. In particu-
lar, a new method to estimate model parameters (source and detector response function) is 
needed so as to apply our material decomposition method to experimental data. The success-
ful candidate will address the following points: 
 Method to estimate model parameters 
 Extension of material decomposition to multiple views and tomographic reconstruction 
 Collaboration with CPPM (Marseille) who will provide the data  

 

Salary  550€ net monthly 

Skills The student must have a strong background in medical imaging and image processing. 
Knowledge in radiation physics would be appreciated but is not required. Programming skills: 
Matlab, C, C++. 

How to apply?  
Send your CV and academic records to  
Juan FPJ Abascal juan.abascal@creatis.insa-lyon.fr  
Nicolas Ducros nicolas.ducros@creatis.insa-lyon.fr 
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